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If you would like your article or 
letter printed in our next newsletter 
or have photos, information or 
stories to inspire others to help 
protect our native wildlife, please 
contact us. 
 
    
Feel free to use information from 
this newsletter for non-commercial 
(educational) purposes. Please 
acknowledge the author and source.  
Photos and graphics may not be 
reproduced without permission. 
 
 
The views expressed in this 
newsletter do not necessarily reflect 
the policies of the funding bodies. 
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Sustainability and Environment, 
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Letter from the CoordinatorLetter from the CoordinatorLetter from the CoordinatorLetter from the Coordinator    

 
Dear Land for Wildlifers,  

 

Well, the dry season is here! The Kapoks and Calytrix in bloom and there are more 

events every week then there is time to attend.  This issue you can check out our article 

about fire and its impact on the landscape, read about a fungus that a Land for Wildlife 

property owner found on their block, see some photos taken at Land for Wildlife 

properties around the region and meet Kevin and Lyn, who have spent the past 20 odd 

years nurturing the bush on their property in Bees Creek. 

 

Since last issue there have been a few things going on… Late last year Land for Wildlife 

members, along with Rural Garden club members and the crew from Wildcare NT met at 

Knuckey Lagoons Recreation Reserve for an informative morning learning about how to 

respond in a wildlife emergency at the Wildlife 1
st

 Aid workshop.  Since then, we have 

managed to meet a few times in various capacities.  As a group, we walked through a 

seasonally inundated area in Virginia that was proposed for rezoning.  We submitted 

comments on the proposal and along with submissions from many other groups, our 

opinions were heard and the proposal withdrawn.  Great effort everyone!  A big thanks 

to everyone who came along on the day and all that showed their support for the 

submission.  Check out the Recent happenings on the next page to read more about the 

Virginia site. 

 

Check out your invitation to the first official Land for Wildlife WILD DAY OUT.  It would 

be an honour to see you all there and I am sure you will get a lot out of the interesting 

and informative activies that we have planned for the day.  Dates and times of activities 

will be included in the mail out a little closer to the day, I look forward to seeing you 

there! 

 

At this point I feel that I should let you all know that at the end of June I will be stepping 

aside from my role as Land for Wildlife Coordinator as I head off on a journey to 

overseas for a few months.  Sometimes life will close a door but open a window… and it 

is time for me to take this, my window of opportunity and jump through it (hopefully it’s 

a soft landing!). I feel sad to leave this position but am confident that we will find a new 

coordinator who will take on the challenge and rise above and beyond to achieve great 

things. 

 

With a new coordinator and your ongoing help and commitment, Land for Wildlife can 

grow and prosper long into the future!  If you would like to contribute to the program 

we are always keen to recruit volunteers for property assessments, newsletter articles 

or workshops.  There is a wide variety of tasks that we could use your help with so if you 

would like to become more involved in Land for Wildlife please give us a call ☺ 

 

So my beloved Land for Wildlifers, I wish you the best of luck with everything.  Keep up 

the excellent work, your commitment to wildlife conservation has been an inspiration to 

me, I hope to see you all again in the future!  

 

Salud!! 

 

Land for Wildlife is funded by the Northern Territory Government’s Territory Eco-Link initiative. 

Cover Photo: 
Frill-neck Lizard on Cycad 

stump - taken by Jenny 
Petursson 
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Recent happenings in the world of Land for Wildlife 
 

Workshops for Wildlife  
 
November 2010 
On a pleasant Saturday morning, the 
20th November a number of Land for 
Wildlife members gathered at the 
Knuckey Lagoon Recreation Reserve 
for the first Land for Wildlife workshop.  
We were very lucky to have Wildcare 
Inc. NT give us a run down of what to 
do if you find sick or injured wildlife on 
the roads or at your place. 
 

It was a great morning and a lovely 
opportunity to interact with other Land 
for Wildlife property owners and learn 
more about caring for our native 
wildlife. 
 

A big thanks to Lesley, Barbara and the 
Wildcare Inc. NT team for a very 
informative and enjoyable morning! 
 
 

Virginia Wetlands – fighting for protection and surveying vegetation 
 
March/April 2011 
A passionate and driven Land for Wildlife member, Sam Phelan, contacted me in 
March with regards to a proposed rezoning in Bees Creek.  The area 
encompasses many significant wetland areas as well as large areas of seasonally 
inundated habitat.  Concerns about the rezoning for subdivision due to the wet 
nature of the land were proven to be correct as we wandered through the 640 acre 
parcel at the end of Gulnare Rd on Tuesday March 15th.  We were joined on the 
morning of the initial site walk through by Kezia Purich, Litchfield Council 
representatives and local landowners and Mother Nature afforded a perfect 
opportunity to witness the importance of protecting areas such as these when the 
heavens opened and the rain came down. A significant amount of run-off is 
channelled through these wetlands and eventually finds its way to the Elizabeth 
River.  Protecting these inundated areas is key to maintaining habitat diversity 
and ensuring that the health of our terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems is protected. 
 

 
In addition to the initial walk through, the 
Top End Native Plant Society organised a 
vegetation survey over the (extra) long 
Easter Weekend.  The Anzac/Easter 
Tuesday public holiday saw some keen 
early birds out and about checking out the 
myriad exciting and fascinating plants that 
exist in this parcel of land.  We saw as 
many as 5 different species of Utricularia 
(see Land for Wildflowers pages in this 
issue) as well as a whole host of others.  If 
you are interested in seeing a plant list from 
the day, please contact the Land for 
Wildlife Coordinator or Top End Native 
Plant Society by emailing 
topendnativeplantsociety@hotmail.com 

An intimate gathering of members at the November Land for Wildlife workshop  

A win for the wetlands! 
 

After the enormous response from community, 
the proposal to rezone the Bees Creek block 
has been withdrawn by the applicant.  For now 
Sections 324 and 325, are safe, pending a land 
capability study.  We are by no means out of 
hot water on this one yet, and need to keep our 
eyes out for any further action from 
developers and Government.  But for the time 
being we can all be confident that our voices 
have been heard.  By banding together we can 
have a positive impact on biodiversity 
conservation at a regional level.  Many thanks 
go out to Kezia Purich and Margaret Clinch 
for their efforts, and all those that contributed 
to this positive outcome. 
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Top End Tropical Savanna Forests 

Forests support an integrated system of plants, animals, and other life that depend on each other for 

survival. They form a complex web of life called an ecosystem.  Forests are natural carbon sinks. Their 

vegetation absorbs carbon dioxide from the atmosphere as they grow. Forests also regulate the climate 

around them by plant transpiration – sending moisture back into the atmosphere – and by cooling down 

the air. 

Australia’s tropical savannas are home to hundreds of species of native plants, mammals, birds, reptiles 

and amphibians and tens of thousands of different species of invertebrates. Many species in all of these 

groups are found nowhere else in the world. 

Many kinds of savanna habitat are found in the Top End; the most significant being mangrove forests, 

rain forest and open eucalyptus forest. (This is not to discredit the important interactions of Paperbark 

forests, wetlands and floodplains with these – but they demand another article in a later edition). 

Woolybutt and Stringybark are dominant trees in open eucalypt forests around the Top End. Eucalypts 

have evolved from rainforest ancestors and have adapted to a wide range of environments and climates. 

Their flowers and nuts bring the bush alive in the late Dry season as black cockatoos, lorikeets and 

honeyeaters wholeheartedly sing praises for what they receive.  Kakadu has some of the tallest eucalypt 

forests in Australia – with a smattering of tall, majestic stands still found in Lambell’s Lagoon and Berry 

Springs’ areas.   

Seed eaters and ground-dwelling birds of the open forests have seriously declined due to changed fire 

regimes. Whereas Indigenous land managers used fire on limited areas regularly during the Dry season, 

they used mosaic patterns – leaving patches of burnt and unburnt land.  In more recent years annual 

controlled burns aided by highly flammable African grass infestations have become the norm. 

Approximately 15,000 patches of rainforest averaging about 3 hectares each take up about 0.2 percent 

of NT land. The abundant native fruits in coastal vine and rainforest fringes attract fruit-eating birds and 

fruit bats. The animals need the rainforest patches and the patches need the animals as essential plant 

seed dispersers. If too many patches are lost food would be short and the dispersers would gradually die 

out. 

The NT has 37% of Australia’s mangrove forests. These are the least understood of our savanna forest 

ecosystems. They are nurseries for fish and other marine animals and recycle nutrients for wetland and 

estuary ecosystems. Mangrove forests around Darwin are amongst the most species-rich in Australia. 

While considered ‘pristine’, they have been extensively disturbed by cyclones and other natural 

processes as well as by aquaculture and urbanisation. 

Our tropical savanna forests – the powerhouses of the world - have also been seriously compromised by 

overgrazing, mining and introduced feral species such as Mission and Gamba grasses and cane toads.  

Mission and gamba grass invasion can interfere with nutrient and water availability as well as increase 

fire intensity and cane toads threaten native frog and toad species by competing for food as well as 

eating anything that fits into their mouths. Cane toads also poison frog-eating native animals such as 

monitors, frilly-neck lizards, quolls, raptors and owls.  

2011 is the International Year of Forests.  While the theme for this in Australia focuses on forestry and 

the use by humans of forest products, the International Institute for Environment and Development 
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(IIED) visualises this as promoting locally-managed forests – for sustainable forestry as well as to protect 

the biodiversity of forests. 

In this context, IIED wants governments to recognise the role that forest owners and communities play 

in managing their forest land and to include them in an economic system that rewards them for carbon 

capture and other ecosystem services.  

In the Darwin-Litchfield region, this would mean being paid to protect savanna forests on your tenured 

land and being recognised as environmental stewards.  

Of course, we need to convince our governments that this is an ideal time to include bushland owners in 

ecologically sustainable development. We know how to reduce greenhouse emissions and are prepared 

to be involved in climate change decision-making.  

I’m sure we can do it. As coordinated Land for Wildlifers, we are invincible!   

 

Diana Rickard 

 

Sources include: 

http://www.nt.gov.au/nreta/publications/wildlife/science/pdf/2004WoinarskiJCZ.TheforestfaunaoftheN

orthernTerritory.pdf 

www.frogwatch.org.au 

http://www.cdu.edu.au/ehs/sels/mangrove/doc/dh_mangroves.pdf 

http://australianforests.org.au 

https://secure.wwf.org.au/ourwork/land/nt/ 

http://savanna.org.au/all/rainforest.html 

http://savanna.org.au/all/fire.html 

http://www.internationalyearofforests.com.au 

http://www.iied.org/natural-resources/key-issues/forestry/international-year-forests 
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When we walk about our 5 acre block in Bees Creek we wonder at what we have achieved over the 24 years we 

have been here.  When Kevin bought the block the only vegetation was large Eucalyptus tetradonta 

(Stringybark) & Eucalyptus miniata (Woollybutt). There was a sea of spear grass which was slashed destroying 

any small growth trying to put its head up. Added to this was the trucks & other machinery that compacted the 

ground resulting in areas which were ‘sterile’. …What to do? 

First the slashing had to stop.  We purchased a trusty old ride-on which allowed us to boundary any 

small trees & shrubs to help them survive.  Any native tree which was game to put its head up was nurtured.   

We marked out areas to rehabilitate & each year these areas were expanded to a point that we now have only 

paths between plots which we keep clear to walk & admire our “bush”. 

Next we invited our neighbours to “dump” their garden waste on our patch.  This waste we cut up & used 

for mulching the rehab areas.  Not pretty but why take it to the dump?  This allowed the soil to build up & 

allow native vegetation to germinate. Over time we have seen such a change on the block.  Our block is “dry” & 

we are on town water so we have been careful to only plant water wise plants in rehab areas.  Acacia, Grevillea 

& Calytrix thrive in these dry areas.  We have a fenced house block which we irrigate, which allow us our vices 

like orchids, broms & bonsai. 

We direct seed in the wet & have been able to achieve a good mix of plants.  We especially encourage 

endemic species like Denhamia, Alstonia (Milkwood), Planchonia & Terminalia. Grevillea dryandri add colour & 

we have learned to harvest the seed & prune these plants to achieve good regrowth & flowering. 

We have the odd disaster. Like a Woollybutt dropping a branch & crushing all of the plants beneath.  But 

like in all native bushland these disasters only add more mulch & habitat for critters. 

We take very little to the dump, recycling most items in the garden. All plant life turns into mulch.  We 

have mulch bins for papers & lawn clippings.  Vegetable scraps go into my worm farm to feed Wanda & friends. 

Tins are used to cover stumps of Mahogany, Neem & other villains who think they can visit.  Meat & fish go into 

“meal” to feed our buddies (two little orphaned dogs who sucked us in).  Our buddies are confined to the house 

block & only come into the bush area when we go for walks.  This way they learn to respect what we enjoy. 

We have 20 “ponds” for frogs to breed, from a converted spa to any pot or container that will hold enough 

water for fish & pond plants. Wallabies come & go but numbers have decreased over time, neighbours with feral 

dogs, clearing of native vegetation & bikes roaring about all invade their territory, discouraging them from 

staying about. We have always had resident curlews, nesting each season and producing chicks for us to 

admire. We have marveled at the change of bird life as the bush has reestablished.  Where we only had butcher 

birds (I love them) & miners we now have all the honey eaters, dollars, drongos, warblers & many more. Like 

everyone else we have lost most of our reptiles to cane toads.  We still see the occasional snake when we are out 

catching toads so know there are still some about.  We set aside time to hunt toads & freeze them in a sealed 

container.  We then plant them under fruit trees especially bananas (they make excellent fertiliser). 

We made lots of mistakes along the rehab road. First we planted palms & yes God forbid… fishtails.  We have 

paid for that mistake dearly & we are slowly trying to remove them, the ones the white ants haven’t destroyed 

that is.  We also planted a row of Poinciana along the front of the block & although they look beautiful when 

they flower we are aware of the germination rate once the rain starts.  When we walk the dogs we make of point 

of removing a number of seedlings each time.  By doing this we have kept them from becoming a menace. 

Hindsight is a wonderful thing. 

 
Another major challenge has been weed control.  Once we controlled the spear grass on the block there 

was mobs more to take its place.  Once we got our rehab areas in place we hand pulled any weed we could 

manage like Mission, Sida, & Hyptis.   

A story of property-scale restoration by Lyn Gerdes and Kevin Renehan 



The only weed that manages to stress us out these days is Mitracarpus (Berrimah Weed); it’s a real 

menace.  Our monster wet has caused a real challenge with weeds as you will all know.  But we plod on.  We 

encourage anyone who is on cleared blocks to persevere.  Don’t try to tackle the problems all at once, take your 

time & set goals.  Rehabilitate small areas at a time.  They’ll all come together with time. Join groups like Land 

for Wildlife & Landcare to share information & ideas with people with experience.   Good Luck!   

              Kevin & Lyn 

Some then and now photos of Lyn and Kevin’s Block – 20 years of hard work pays off. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Looking South at the front of the 

property.  Emerging native seedlings 

were nurtured, some palms were 

planted and the area was transformed 

into a monsoon forest. 

Bordering the driveway the spear grass 

was a dominant feature.  Over the years 

it has been removed and monsoon 

forest species such as this large 

Mimusops have established well. 

The area in front of the house was 

initially planted with palms, these are 

gradually being replaced by native 

monsoon forest species, creating good 

habitat for birds and native mammals. 

The area near the shed was virtually 

clear, with only tall trees remaining.  

Fallen branches and logs were reused 

to create habitat for reptiles and native 

species direct seeded and planted. 

NOV ‘90 

MAY ‘11  

NOV ‘90 

MAY ‘11  

DEC ‘92 

MAY ‘11  

NOV ‘90 

MAY ‘11  
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Early in March I received an email from Sandra and Graham Parker who had a query about a fungus found 
growing in the leaf litter in an area of their property.  After tapping into the minds of those in the know in the 
fungi world we were able to get an almost 100% consensus on this being one particular genus, Ganoderma.  All 
of the photos used in this article, taken by Sandra, are indeed impressive and the changes over time were well 
documented.  We thank Sandra and Graham for their valuable observations! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are many important roles played by fungi including decomposing, symbiosis, and parasitising.  Although 
there are a number of detrimental effects only 11% of all fungi species are actually capable of causing disease in 
plants.  Decomposing fungi, also known as saprotrophs, absorb nutrients from nonliving material such as fallen 
logs and dead animals, this is important as they aid in cycling of carbon and the release of otherwise locked up 
nutrients, making these nutrients readily available to other living organisms in the ecosystem.  
 
Mycorrhizal fungi live in, on and amongst plants and have important symbiotic relationships with them.  The 
mycorrhizal fungi do not harm plants, but are in fact very useful to them – in many instances they are essential 
for plant survival. A great majority of plants have mycorrhizal fungal partners; Eucalyptus, Leptospermum, 
Melaleuca, Acacia and Casuarina are just a few examples of our native genus that rely on their underground 
mycorrhizal partners.  
 
The parasitic, or decay fungi absorb nutrients from their living hosts and destroy the plant's internal supportive or 
structural components.  This is the case with the genus in question, Ganoderma. Wood decay from these parasitic 
fungi can make trees unsafe and render trunks and limbs incapable of supporting their own weight. 
 
According to the Northern Territory Government’s Department of Resources, Ganoderma species are a soil-
borne fungus. Ganoderma can affect trees in different ways.  As an example, a certain species with Ganoderma 
root rot may have a shiny brown shelf fungi growing at the base of the tree and several dead or wilting branches 
in the canopy. These branches have died because the trees rotted roots were no longer capable of providing the 
nutrients and water that the branches needed. In contrast a different species infected by Ganoderma may have a 
full healthy green canopy despite internal rot, often referred to as heart rot, in the trunk of the tree.  
 
If a Ganoderma basidiocarp; the fruiting body of the fungus that bears the reproductive spores, is observed on or 
in close proximity to a live tree, it is a fair indication that there is already substantial rot within the tree as it is not 
until the host is fully colonised that fruiting can be induced.  These fruiting bodies may form on the base of the 
tree as shelf fungi or, as is the case in this particular instance, arise from a root under the forest floor. The white 
to reddish-orange fleshy growths harden as they mature and the reproductive spores are released and carried by 
the wind.  The fungi generally spread from plant to plant by direct root contact but if these spores find their way  

The impressively coloured fungus was 

first noticed at the beginning of the 

wet 

A month or so in and the appearance 

had changed considerably 
By early March the fungus had begun 

to deteriorate but was still firm to the 

touch. 
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into a wounded or weakened area in the bark of another susceptible plant they may just have found themselves a 
new host.  The best way to prevent this is to ensure you prune back any damaged branches.  The tree will be able 
to heal a smooth pruning cut more quickly than a rough jagged rip, and less surface area is left exposed and open 
to infection. 
 
Many of the resources found in relation to Ganoderma infection suggest that there is no method of treatment if 
the presence of Ganoderma is suspected.  In many cases removal of the infected tree is suggested as the fungi 
will significantly weaken the structure of the tree, increasing the risk of falling limbs.  Replanting in the same 
area is also not recommended as the fungi’s mycelia remain viable in the soil and may infect a new plant over 
time.  
 
If you suspect a tree on your property has been weakened by decay causing fungi and it is an area used regularly 
by you and your family, the best advice is to consult a certified arborist as soon as possible. An arborist can help 
determine the structural stability of the tree and recommend appropriate action.  As decomposition is a natural 
part of our ecosystems, it is often fine to leave the tree to undergo the process naturally providing that it is not in 
a place where falling limbs may endanger life.  In the case of some, but not all Ganoderma species, the creamy 
coloured mycelium of the fungus may be noticeable if the bark is peeled back from the root of a plant suspected 
to be suffering from infection.   
 
So, keep your eye out for those beautiful intricate mushrooms that pop up around the place, admire their form 
and function and be aware of the importance of fungi in our ecosystems, but be sure to bear in mind that a 
mushroom growing on the base of a tree doesn’t always mean trouble but sometimes it is better safe then sorry! 
 
Further Reading: 
 
Agnote No: I67, February 2007 
Ganoderma Diseases - Hennessy C. and Daly A., 
Plant Pathology, Diagnostic Services, Darwin 
 
Australian Fungi Website - Australian National Botanic 
Gardens: What is a fungus? 
http://www.anbg.gov.au/fungi/what-is-fungus.html 
[Accessed 29th April 2011 
 
Garden Guides.com – Ganoderma Disease  
http://www.gardenguides.com/74943-ganoderma-disease.html  
[Accessed 28th April 2011 
 
Fungus Among Us: Yard and Garden News – University of 
Minnesota Gardening Information 
http://blog.lib.umn.edu/efans/ygnews/2010/08/fungus-among-
us.html  
[Accessed 28th April 2011 
 
University of California IPM - Wood Decay Fungi in Gardens 
and Landscape Trees 
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn74109.html  
[Accessed 28th April 2011  
 
Acknowledgements and thanks to following people for 
offering their knowledge and valuable networks:  
 
Tim West – Northern Territory Horticultural Association 
Lesley Alford – Denhamia 
Dr. Greg Leach – Greening Australia NT 
Rex Pitkethley  
Ben Stuckey – NT Herbarium 
Richard Kenyon – Remote Area Tree Services 
Dr Roger Shivas – Agri-Science Queensland 
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It is always a real pleasure wandering around private conservation properties and 
taking in the beautiful sights that these special places have to offer.  One of the most 
intriguing aspects for me this year has been the opportunity to learn more about the 

native wildflowers that are found in our rural area. On Tuesday 26th, the Easter 
Monday/Anzac Day public holiday a number of Land for Wildlife members took the 
opportunity to partake in a vegetation survey of a large portion of land in Virginia.  

We saw many beautiful flowers, as well a few trees ☺ Below are a few photos from 
the day, as well as others that have been taken at various Land for Wildlife 

properties. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The best resource we have found for identifying local native species by their flowers is an excellent 

website compiled by local botanist Ben Stuckey.  The address is 

http://www.users.on.net/~bennnez/index.html 
A fantastic system of identifying local (and some introduced) species by the colour of their flower.   

Make sure you check it out! 

Waltheria indica 
Malvaceae family 

Thecanthus punicea 
Thymeleaceae family 

Thysanotus banksii 
Liliaceae family 

Lindernia clausa 
Linderniaceae family 

Drosera indica 
Droseraceae family 

Sowerbaea alliacea  
Liliaceae family 



Utricularia leptoplectra 
Lentibulariaceae family 
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Cleome tetrandra 
  Cleomaceae family 

Utricularia chrysantha 
Lentibulariaceae family 

Murdannia graminea 
Commelinaceae family 

Utricularia odorata 
Lentibulariaceae family 

Nesaea muelleri 
Lythraceae family 

Calandrinia sp. 
Portulacaceae family 

Cartonema sp. 
Commelinaceae family 

Another great resource for 
wildflowers is Kim Brennan’s 
Wildflowers of Kakadu.  The 
Greening Australia nursery has 
limited copies of this book 
available for sale, get your copy 
today!! 



The Burning IssueThe Burning IssueThe Burning IssueThe Burning Issue    
Fire is an undeniable part of our landscape and is used 

extensively as a land management tool by many people.  

From private landowners, pastoralists and traditional 

owners to government, conservation and volunteer 

groups, fires are lit, studied, debated and fought.  The 

application of fire, however, has the potential to greatly 

alter a landscape over time and this will, in turn, affect 

the plants and animals use that live there.   

The fire regime can be considered as the timing, 

frequency, intensity and extent of burning in a given 

area.  A natural area intentionally burned annually in 

April or May would be considered as a high frequency 

of early, cool burns and would be likely not to burn 

uniformly, leaving a patchy mosaic of burnt and 

unburnt areas and be likely to maintain it’s open, spear 

grass dominated vegetation.  

 

In an area where fire is excluded, changes will start to 

take place over a number of years.  More fire sensitive 

seedlings, deposited by birds, which may have been 

otherwise burnt off have a chance to grow and prosper 

in the absence of fire.  The canopy thickens and 

dominating grasses such as our beloved spear grasses 

are shaded out and eventually replaced by a layer of 

leaf litter.  Over time these areas become less capable 

of carrying natural fires due to the better retention of 

soil moisture and lack of readily combustible fuel in the 

early stages of the dry season. 

 

The occurrence of landscape-scale fire research, such as 

the Kapalga fire experiment in Kakadu, has enabled 

scientists to closely study plant and animal responses to 

a range of fire regimes, making it possible to better 

understand the potential impacts of fire on native 

species.  Responses to fire by plants and animals are as 

varied as the fire regimes that are applied to an area.  

From the exclusion of fire to the implementation of 

early, cool burns or the simulation of late dry season 

wildfires the effects will be many and varied.  With this 

in mind, those looking to implement prescribed burns 

on their properties should do so with clear objectives in 

mind and an understanding of the impacts of their 

burning on a wide range of plant and animal species.  

The important question to ask ourselves is… 

Why are we burning? 

Fires are lit with varying management objectives and it 

is important to understand the implications of ‘burning 

off’ and the benefits of applying a favourable fire 

regime, suited to the vegetation type that you are 

managing.   

From a cool, early prescribed burn, designed to break 

up high fuel load areas to prevent the potential for 

broad scale damage from late dry season fires; to a 

burn used to ‘clean up’ the country after the knock ‘em 

down storms or a burn put through for control of weed 

infestations, fire effects elements of the landscape in 

different ways.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An intense, late dry season wildfire sweeping 

uncontrollably through vast areas of savanna woodland 

will be more likely to impact fire sensitive areas such as 

wetlands, monsoon forests and escarpment country.  

But an unmanaged area that experiences even a cool 

fire will be left more vulnerable to weed invasion, 

thereby creating a higher fuel load for the following 

years. 

The invasion of Exotic grass species such as Gamba 

Grass (Andropogon gayanus) and Mission Grass 

(Pennisetum polystachion) is becoming more 

problematic as the years wear on.  These grasses are 

responsible for huge fuel loads, in some cases up to 15 

times that of our native grasses. These introduced 

grasses promote hotter fires, often occurring in the late 

dry season, due to the later seeding and curing (drying 

out) times that these grasses have.  Such fires have the 

potential to kill the over storey trees and decimate 

natural areas, but these invasive grasses are 

encouraged by fire.  They take advantage of high 

nutrient levels and open, disturbed ground post fire.  A 

burnt area in close proximity to weed infestations 

needs to be well managed after a burn to ensure 

emerging weeds are removed before they are able to 

A control burn implemented early 
in April/May can prevent wildfires 

later in the season 
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Chlamydosaurus kingii – the Frill-necked 
lizard takes advantage of burnt areas 

to feed during the dry season. 

take hold.  More weeds equals hotter fires, equals more 

weeds, equals… well you see my point. 

Although many of our native species have adapted to 

fire over the ages, a change in fire regimes with the 

increasing occurrence of these intense late dry season 

fires is having an adverse effect on the populations and 

distribution of native species.  Many species can 

tolerate and in some cases, rely on, at least the 

occasional fire.  However, changing fire regime, such as 

hot, high fuel load, intense fires, areas burnt too 

frequently or failure to follow up and manage weeds 

after a fire all have an impact on local habitats and 

species. Research also suggests that the all out 

exclusion of fire often promotes vegetation types that 

are undesirable to certain species.  If you exclude fire 

from an area that may have previously been burnt 

regularly, while there may be an increase in some 

species, you may also notice a decline in the presence 

of others.   

Research data gathered over the past 30 years by 

various institutions suggests that cool, early burns with 

a patchy result, referred to as mosaic burning, are 

preferable as the unburnt patches provide refuge for  

more fire sensitive species of both plants and animals. 

Early burns, carried out with a permit and the relevant 

notice to neighbours can be a great way to manage 

areas of your property while also protecting areas of 

fire sensitive vegetation such as swamps and wetlands 

as well as personal property and infrastructure from 

fires that may come along uninvited later in the season.  

  

A fine line between benefit and detriment 

 

Permits to burn are generally available until mid-May as 

late Dry Season fires burn hotter than early burns and 

are responsible for more damage to property, natural 

areas and for high mortality rates in native flora and 

fauna species than early fires.  

 

One of the more researched impacts of hot, late fires is 

on our Frill-neck Lizards (Chlamydosaurus kingii). C. 

kingii is found throughout Northern Australia including 

WA and QLD and feeds mostly on insects and the 

occasional small mammal. This distinctive lizard feeds 

mainly in the wet season and can then be seen perched 

halfway up a tree trunk; coming down to the ground to 

feed while insect populations are thriving.   

 

Frillies are least active in the dry months when fire 

danger is high.  They are known to rest in high in the 

canopies, often in Eucalypt trees.  This trait enables the 

lizards to avoid the low intensity fires associated with 

early dry season burning by staying in the canopy away 

from the flames.  Previous studies have shown no 

mortality in frill-neck lizards from early dry season, low 

intensity fires.  In fact, after a cool, early fire, the lizards 

will descend to the burnt area and take advantage of 

the open country, feasting on the insects that have 

been rendered homeless by the flames. 

 

Conversely, much hotter, more intense late dry season 

fires present a much more difficult situation for the 

Frillies.  In one study close to 30% of the population in 

an area were killed by an intense late fire, however, in a 

survey carried out by CSIRO following the late fires,  the 

surviving animals were shown to have a higher food 

content in their stomachs.  We won’t go into how they 

found this out as it sounds rather unpleasant… ipecac 

for lizards?!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regardless of how they came about, these findings 

show that Frillies do benefit from the open habitat 

encouraged by fires, but the regular occurrence of hot, 

late fires may cause unsustainable declines in 

population and, coupled with other threats such as the 

impact of Cane Toads, cats, dogs and road fatalities has 

the potential to lead to localised or widespread 

extinction. 

 

In another interesting finding, studies have also shown 

that populations of Frillies are greatly reduced in areas 

that remain unburnt for 20 years or more.  This is due 

to a lack of favourable feeding ground for the lizards in 

unburned areas. 

 

To burn or not to burn 

 

While there are many benefits in encouraging this 

transition from open woodland, dominated by spear 

grass, to closed forest with a leaf litter under story  

there are also arguments for keeping areas open and 

implementing well planned burns with strategic 

intervals. There are also many other options available to 

landholders who do not wish to burn.  Slashing areas of 

high fuel at the appropriate time (before any weeds set 

seed) is another effective method. 
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The occurrence of fire, however, does provide nutrients 

to the soil; promote new growth in many of our native 

plant species and opens up areas of land, creating 

useful feeding ground for predatory species. 

 

A very recent finding has also uncovered more about 

the component of plant derived smoke which breaks 

seed dormancy and promotes germination. 

  

The implications for management based on the 

information available seems to point towards the 

prevention of late, intense fires and encourage active 

management by burning infrequently, early in the 

season when a fire can be controlled and will move 

relatively slowly, be low burning and patchy; creating a 

mosaic throughout the landscape.  It may be the case 

that your entire block is one of those that should  

remain unburnt, or that the implementation of cool 

early burns in some areas of your property will be 

beneficial every few years.  Different strokes, for 

different folks, as they say. 

 

With a flexible approach, a well considered fire regime 

and good weed management; fire can be a handy tool 

for managing your property.  If you would like to find 

out more about fire and its effects on the landscape 

please check out some of the following resources.

    
ReferencReferencReferencReferences and further reading:es and further reading:es and further reading:es and further reading:    
 
North Australian Fire InformationNorth Australian Fire InformationNorth Australian Fire InformationNorth Australian Fire Information:  Interactive maps, fire history and current hotspot information :  Interactive maps, fire history and current hotspot information :  Interactive maps, fire history and current hotspot information :  Interactive maps, fire history and current hotspot information ---- 
www.firenorth.org.au/ 
    
Savanna Explorer Savanna Explorer Savanna Explorer Savanna Explorer – North Australian information resource North Australian information resource North Australian information resource North Australian information resource - www.savanna.org.au/ 
    
Enviro North Enviro North Enviro North Enviro North – Living susta Living susta Living susta Living sustainably in Australia’s Northern Savannasinably in Australia’s Northern Savannasinably in Australia’s Northern Savannasinably in Australia’s Northern Savannas    -www.environorth.org.au/ 

Bushfires NTBushfires NTBushfires NTBushfires NT -www.nt.gov.au/nreta/natres/bushfires – Ph: (08) 8922 0844  F: (08) 8922 0833 

 

Early May: a low intensity burn was put through a Land 
for Wildlife property to reduce fuel loads from invasive 

grasses and protect infrastructure.   
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For this issue, Native and Not Native looks at grasses, the native Heteropogon contortus and the introduced Mission 
grasses Pennisetum polystachion and Pennisetum pediculatum. 

     NATIVE 
Heteropogon contortus 

Black spear grass or Bunch spear grass 
 
A common native species with a distinctive seeding habit, often easy to spot 
along roadsides and in open areas, Heteropogon contortus is a robust 
perennial (living for more than two years). This native grass can grow to 1m 
in height and has a densely bunching habit with light green leaves, often 
with a red tinge when mature. 
The spear-like seed heads appear from January – June with the long, black 
awns twisting and knotting together when mature making the grass easily 
recognisable, even from a distance. 
Black spear grass is an excellent species for use in revegetation as it is 
vigorous, fire tolerant and spreads well in disturbed areas.  If you come 
across this grass when the seeds are knotted together and mature, try pouring 
a bit of water on the seeds and watch the awns twist and curl. Fascinating 
what a seed will do to secure a spot in the moistened soil! 

 

 

NOT NATIVE 
Pennisetum pediculatum and Pennisetum polystachion 

Annual and Perennial Mission Grass 
  
Although many people are now able to recognise mission grass easily and have to 
work hard at removing it from their properties before those tell tale seed heads 
mature, there is often still uncertainty about the two species, annual and perennial 
Mission Grass.  The perennial species, P. polystachion, is a declared Class B/C 
weed in the Territory, while the annual, P. pediculatum is not declared but is 
considered a threat to natural ecosystems. While both of these species can be 
managed in the same manner, it is interesting to examine the difference in the two. 
 
The picture below shows the slender, yellow to brown tinged seed head of perennial 
mission grass, noticeably more uniform than the segmented seed head of the Annual 
species (pictured right) which has a creamy appearance.  Both species sometimes 
have a purplish tinge on the seed heads but this is usually more prominent in the 
Annual species. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more information on Mission Grasses see the Weeds Branch website at www.nt.gov.au/nretas/natres/weeds 

For more information on 
grasses – both native and 
introduced, check out the 

new publication 
Grasses of the Northern 

Territory Savannas: a field 
guide 

with details on 66 species 
with excellent  images and 

great info. 
Available now at the 

Greening Australia Native 
Plant Nursery 
for only $22!! 

Photo: Sam Crowder 

Pennisetum polystachion – Perennial Mission Grass 

Pennisetum pediculatum
 – Annual Mission Grass 
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News from afar 
National Land for Wildlife info 
 

In this issue, our news from comes from very far 
where the Land for Wildlife program has had immense 
success in recruiting volunteer property assessors to 
assist with delivery of the program. Thanks to Iona 
and Cassie from Tasmania for the use of the article. 
If you have an interest in volunteering some time to 
Land for Wildlife here in the Top End please contact 

the coordinator to find out how you can help. 

    

CCCCCCCCCCCCaaaaaaaaaaaassssssssssssssssssssssss iiiiiiiiiiiieeeeeeeeeeee            SSSSSSSSSSSStttttttttttt rrrrrrrrrrrraaaaaaaaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnn            ––––––––––––             LLLLLLLLLLLLaaaaaaaaaaaannnnnnnnnnnndddddddddddd            ffffffffffffoooooooooooorrrrrrrrrrrr             WWWWWWWWWWWWiiiiiiiiiiii lllllllllllldddddddddddd llllllllllll iiiiiiiiiiii ffffffffffffeeeeeeeeeeee            mmmmmmmmmmmmeeeeeeeeeeeemmmmmmmmmmmmbbbbbbbbbbbbeeeeeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrr             aaaaaaaaaaaannnnnnnnnnnndddddddddddd            

vvvvvvvvvvvvoooooooooooo lllllllllllluuuuuuuuuuuunnnnnnnnnnnntttttttttttteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrr             aaaaaaaaaaaasssssssssssssssssssssssseeeeeeeeeeeessssssssssssssssssssssssoooooooooooorrrrrrrrrrrr             

 
Since mid-2003, the Tasmanian Land for 
Wildlife (LFW) scheme has been supported by a 
number of trained volunteer assessors.  The 
strong support shown by these volunteers is 
due largely to their belief in what the scheme 
aims to recognise and encourage, that is, 
voluntary nature conservation on private land. 
 
One of our wonderful LFW volunteers is Cassie 
Strain.  Cassie became a volunteer assessor in 
2004 and continues to support the scheme 
whenever her busy schedule permits.  “I think it 
is a great scheme and I like the fact that it aids 
the development of a network of like-minded 
landowners who feel strongly about protecting 
wildlife species and habitat” she said.  Her 
interest in becoming a volunteer stemmed from 
her love of botany and a desire to contribute to 
the protection of native bushland.   
 
When asked what she most enjoyed about 
being a LFW volunteer she said “I enjoy the 
opportunity to walk with landowners and to 
share knowledge with them and to learn more 
about wildlife and habitats.”  
 
Her passion was clearly evident when I joined 
her on a walk through her 60 hectare bush 
block south of Hobart.  She “wanted a place big 
enough to get lost in” reflecting on childhood 
memories of the property she grew up on.  
When she first looked at the property she 
identified a few patches of pretty heath (Epacris 
virgata), a threatened species, and immediately 
decided she wanted to protect this population.  
She has since discovered additional large 
patches of pretty heath elsewhere on the 
property.   
 
Cassie has since registered her property as LFW.  
‘I wanted to have the LFW sign to encourage 
neighbours” she said.  She also 
 

 

placed a conservation covenant on the property 
through the Private Forest Reserves Program to 
ensure the protection of the natural values in 
perpetuity.  Her land adjoins another large LFW 
property and there are other LFW properties 
nearby, which all contribute to a much larger 
area (approx 127 ha) of remnant vegetation and 
wildlife habitat in the Snug Tiers under 
protection.  

 
Her property is dense bush with a diversity of 
understorey species, another factor which 
attracted her to the land.  The underlying 
geology of sandstone, dolerite and mudstone 
influences the different vegetation communities 
with seven Eucalypt species found.  Blue gums, 
black gums and white peppermints all provide 
valuable habitat for the threatened Swift Parrot.   
 
Whilst the vegetation is healthy and in good 
condition, there is one weed species, Spanish 
heath (Erica lusitanica), which concerns Cassie.  
“There are lots of wallabies on the property 
which may be the source of spread” she said.  
Cassie undertakes active weed management 
with a careful removal plan, which includes 
hand-pulling and cut-and-paint methods.  This 
assists with eradicating the weeds without 
damaging the native plants.   
 
It’s lovely to see Cassie’s enthusiasm in hands-
on conservation, both as a landowner and as a 
volunteer assessor.  This is what the LFW 
scheme is all about.  

 
Iona Mitchell 

 

Cassie  Strain.  Photo © Iona Mitchell . 



 

Members’ Members’ Members’ Members’ MuMuMuMussssingsingsingsings    

Trevor and Ruth of Berry Springs have placed a 
number of nesting boxes in the trees around 
their property for the benefit of the birds in the 
area.  This one, however, has been claimed by 
someone else. This lovely little monitor has 
taken this home as his own, often sitting for 
hours on end admiring his stunning vista out 

across the treetops. 

Antilopine Wallaroos are becoming a rare 
sight these days.  Sarah and David Hirst 
have hand raised a number of these 

beautiful creatures over the years and many 
were released onto their land at Blackmore 
River.  They no longer release rehabilitated 
wildlife on their land as the presence of 

vicious, roaming dogs has become a serious 
issue in the past few years.  

This photo of a Rufous Owl was sent in by Sandra 
Parker – perched in a Tamarind tree on their 
property.  This majestic bird is considered to be 
quite rare in the NT and under threat from habitat 

destruction. 

We are always happy to receive member’s photos, letters, poems, drawings, questions…anything!! Please send them in and we will 
include them in future issues.  Thanks to all those who allowed us to use photos from their properties for this issue.  Keep them coming, 

it is wonderful to share your stories with other interested members. Contact details are on the inside cover of your newsletter. 

Sent in by Greg Chapman and Diana Rickard of Tumbling Waters. Greg heard the 
large green frog that lives in the gate post complaining about an intruder one 
afternoon. He walked over, looked inside the hollow metal post and there was our 
verandah-ranging slaty grey trying to fit beside the frog. He told it that it wouldn’t 
fit and the frog was too big for it to eat and to go back to its hole in another post.. 
and …this was the response... so he left it to make its own decisions – to the 

continued annoyance of the frog. 
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You are invited to attend the 

LAND FOR WILDLIFE  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Items of interest on the day: 

 
 
 

Come for an hour or two or join us for the whole day. 
Information on times and activities will be provided closer to the day. 

For more details or to RSVP please call 0408 498 381 or email 
catherine.orme@nt.greeningaustralia.org.au 

 

TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE!! 

11th of June 2011 
at 

325 Darwin River Road 

 Corridors –  linking the future: The Darwin River area has great potential for managed wildlife 
corridors linking key areas of habitat.  What other corridors exist in your region? 

 
 Property weed management planning: get  in early  and plan  your weed management  for  the 
coming season.  Information on timing, control, monitoring and the importance of follow up. 

 
 Native Grass Identification: so much focus on those bad grasses, we want to know more about 
the  good  ones!!   Walk  with  us  as  we  identify  native  grasses  and  learn  about  their  use  in 
revegetation. 

 Volunteer  Property  Assessors:  Passionate  about  wildlife  habitat  conservation?  Feel  like 
contributing to the Land for Wildlife program? Want the chance to meet likeminded landholders 
and  see  some  truly  special  properties?  Come  and  learn  the  ins  and  out  of  Land  for Wildlife 
property assessments 

 Token carbon planting: Worried about your carbon emissions for the days travel? Spend some 
time planting a tree and help to rehabilitate an area of monsoon forest down by the river. 

Delicious morning tea, snacks and a barbeque lunch provided. 



      

 

 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE  

TOP END NATIVE PLANT SOCIETY 

 

Objects and Purposes:  The objects and purposes of the Society are to 
promote and encourage: 

� appreciation, conservation and study of flora native to the Top End of the 
Northern Territory of Australia and the diverse habitats of such flora; 
propagation and cultivation of Top End native flora on both private and public 
land; 

� establishment of National Parks, Flora Reserves, other protected areas and 
 botanical gardens; 

� strengthening of laws for the conservation of Australian native flora and its 
habitats; 

� recording and publication of information on Top End native flora and its 
habitats; and 

� establishment and maintenance of association with organisations having 
compatible objectives. 

 
Monthly Meetings: At 7.30 pm on the third Thursday of every month a general 
meeting is held at Marrara Christian College, located at the corner of McMillans 
Road and Amy Johnson Avenue, in the building to the right of the car park.  Most 
monthly meetings have a guest speaker, though occasionally the Society holds a 
members’ night for discussion and exchange of ideas. This is an opportunity to 
bring plants to swap, sell or have identified and generally to discuss matters of 
interest.  Members are encouraged to suggest activities or speakers. 
 
Field Trips:  Field trips or workshops are usually held on the weekend following the 
monthly meeting.  They vary in length from a few hours to a long week-end.  The 
focal point of trips ranges from members’ gardens to remote field locations and 
includes survey and monitoring of plants of conservation significance. 
 
Newsletters: Members receive a newsletter every month, preferably by email 
though snail mail can be arranged if needed.  An archive of newsletters is 
available on the TENPS website.  
 
Growing Plants and Plant Sales: Several members grow plants for sale, often 
including unusual plants that are not commonly available.  A number of plant 
sales are held throughout the year.  Monthly meetings are an opportunity to learn 
about the suitability of different native plants for gardens.  Financial members 
receive a 10% discount when making purchases at TENPS sales. 
 
Contact Details: 
 Phone:     (08) 8983 2131 after hours 
 Email:   topendnativeplantsociety@hotmail.com  
 Mailing address:   P O Box 135, Palmerston NT 0831 
 Web address:   www.topendnativeplants.org.au 
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If you have friends or neighbours that you think would be interested in being part of the Land for 
Wildlife program please feel free to pass on this application form and ask them to forward it on so 

that we can get in touch with them!

 
 

Blaydin Point is on the north side of Middle Arm in Darwin 
Harbour and is the location for development of the INPEX 

Ichthys LNG plant.  It contains healthy stands of monsoon vine 
forest (>60 ha), mangroves and savanna woodland. The drier 

areas on Blaydin Point will be almost totally cleared if 
development proceeds.   Meet on the Channel Island Road at 
the turn off to Blaydin Point on the right, a few hundred metres 

before the turn off to Wickham Point. The road into Blaydin 
Point is dirt and has deep ruts in a few places. 4WDs are 

encouraged, but high-clearance 2WDs may be fine.  Please 
contact Tissa on 8921 8226 for more details.  For more 

information on the NT Field Naturalists Club visit 

http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/home/

June field trip  
Sunday 12 June, 

8.45 AM  
Exploration of 

Blaydin Point, led 
by Stuart Blanch 

 
NATIVE PLANT NURSERY – NOW OPEN 5 DAYS 

Come in and see us for all your NT native plant needs. 
A great range of books and merchandise also available!! 

Tues - Fri 10am til 4pm, Saturdays 9am – 1pm 
125 Thorak Rd, Knuckey Lagoon (entry to Thorak rd off Stuart 

Highway –Thorak Rd last driveway on the left) 
Call 8947 2176 or email darwin.nursery@nt.greeningaustralia.org.au 




